
Limitless Encounters vol. 1

173 encounters in 17 different 
environments - Gathering up our most 
popular sellers in one book. OGL stat 
blocks for all monsters, Creative CR 
appropriate treasure, and over 500 

Further Adventure™ writing prompts.

ISBN 978-1-948379-21-2

LXA11001

$39.99

Pages: 193

Limitless Encounters vol. 3

100 encounters in 10 new environments 
- Even more encounters! New monsters, 

lots of new traps, magic items, skill 
challenges, and roleplay. Pre-rolled 
treasure to reduce DM prep time, 

and 300 Further Adventure™ hooks.

ISBN 978-1-948379-23-6

LXA11003

$32.99

Pages: 111

Limitless Monsters vol. 1

Over 100 creatures for your campaign 
- Lore, Harvest Mechanics, Tactics, 

Treasure and 300 Further Adventure 
hooks to expand your campaign world.

ISBN 978-1-948379-06-9

LXA11005

$32.99

Pages: 120 Limitless Monsters vol. 2

100 more unique creatures for your
campaign - Lore, Harvest Mechanics,

Tactics, Treasure and 300 Further
Adventure hooks to expand

your campaign world.

ISBN 978-1-948379-25-0

LXA11010

$32.99

Pages: 110

Limitless Encounters vol. 2

100 encounters in 10 new environments 
- Even more encounters! Over 20 new 

monsters, lots of new traps, skill 
challenges, and roleplay. Pre-rolled 

treasure to reduce DM prep time, and 
300 Further Adventure™ hooks.

ISBN 978-1-948379-05-2

LXA01002

$32.99

Pages: 113

Limitless NPCs vol. 1

100 Fully detailed NPCs for your 
campaign - 100 Allies, Contacts/

QuestGivers, Foes, and Merchants to 
expand your campaign world. Includes 
a handful of new magic items, spells, 

and other fun.

ISBN 978-1-948379-22-9

LXA11004

$32.99

Pages: 121

Limitless Encounters help the busy DM create their world. Detailed random encounters, appropriate 
treasure, and NPCs are ready to drop into any adventure setting. Every encounter includes Further 
Adventure™ hooks that act as writing prompts to inspire the DM's creativity.

Limitless-Adventures

Hardcovers
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Limitless Encounters help the busy DM 
create their world. Detailed random 
encounters, appropriate treasure, and 
NPCs are ready to drop into any 
adventure setting. Every encounter 
includes Further Adventure™ hooks that 
act as writing prompts to inspire the 
DM's creativity.

Limitless Encounters vol. 1
173 encounters in 17 different 

environments - Gathering up our most 
popular sellers in one book. OGL stat 
blocks for all monsters, Creative CR 
appropriate treasure, and over 500 

Further Adventure™ writing prompts.

ISBN 978-1-948379-12-0

LXA01001

$29.99

Limitless Encounters vol. 2
100 encounters in 10 new environments 
- Even more encounters! Over 20 new 

monsters, lots of new traps, skill 
challenges, and roleplay. Pre-rolled 

treasure to reduce DM prep time, and 
300 Further Adventure™ hooks.

ISBN 978-1-948379-14-4

LXA01002

$24.99

Limitless Encounters vol. 3
100 encounters in 10 new environments 
- Even more encounters! New monsters, 

lots of new traps, magic items, skill 
challenges, and roleplay. Pre-rolled 
treasure to reduce DM prep time, 

and 300 Further Adventure™ hooks.

ISBN 978-1-948379-20-5

LXA01003

$24.99

Limitless NPCs
100 Fully detailed NPCs for your 
campaign - 100 Allies, Contacts/

QuestGivers, Foes, and Merchants to 
expand your campaign world. Includes 
a handful of new magic items, spells, 

and other fun.

ISBN 978-1-948379-15-1

LXA01004

$24.99

Limitless Monsters
Over 100 creatures for your campaign 

- Lore, Harvest Mechanics, Tactics, 
Treasure and 300 Further Adventure 

hooks to expand your campaign world.

ISBN 978-1-948379-00-7

LXA01005

$24.99
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https://limitless-adventures.com/


Limitless-Adventures
424 S Division
Chenoa, IL 61726

Woodlands Bundle
Encounters and landmarks out among 
the trees - A vast forest of possibilities, 

safe havens and dangerous pitfalls. 
We've gathered together six arboreal 

limitless products into one bundle. 

ISBN 978-1-948379-19-9

LXA01008

$19.99

Pirate Bundle
A pirate town, a ship, sea/coastal 

encounters, and a treasure map - Jump 
in your new ship, the Fortune's Cutlass, 
and sail off for days worth of adventure 

in our first Bundle! (69 pages). 

ISBN 978-1-948379-16-8

LXA01006

$14.99

Side Quest Bundle
A collection of our first eleven side 
quests. - A bundle of eleven short 

adventures each suitable for one night's 
play. Contains 11 new monsters and 

32 Further Adventure™ hooks.

ISBN 978-1-948379-18-2

LXA01007

$19.99

Whether pirates sailing on the high seas, side quests in your main campaign, 
or exploring dark forest lands, Limitless-Adventures has gathered locations, 

NPCs, and encounters to expand your sandbox world.

www.limitless-adventures.com
Email: support@limitless-adventures.com

Twitter: @limitless5e
FB: facebook.com/limitless2016
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